
Welcome to the Summer Newsletter 2020.  

 

In this edition we will be looking at some of the societal  

issues that have been the centre of a lot media          

coverage recently and providing some relevant 

resources for those that want to know more. 

 

We will also be letting you know about some exciting 

things that have happened recently and others that will 

be happening over the next couple of months. 

 

This Summer may be different from what we expected or 

planned but as with everything right now, we are all in 

this together and together we will come out a stronger 

community. 

 

Look after yourselves and stay safe! 

 

Team Brigstowe x 



Evaluating Values 

 Dr. Rageshri Dhairyawan 

This was originally posted in the BMJ Leader and with Dr Dhairyawan’s permission 
we have included the article in full. 

As medical leaders, we are encouraged to think about our values. The Faculty of Medical Leadership and 
management standards for medical professionals are guided by values espoused in the Seven Principles of 
Public Life, which include integrity and accountability. But who and what we value is just as important as 
our personal values.  And ideally, our espoused values should match our enacted values, so that what 
we do matches what we say we want to do. 

With regards to the health outcomes of Black, Asian and minority ethnic groups, despite our good          
intentions, there may be a gap between our espoused and enacted values. The health inequalities faced 
by these groups, which have been so conspicuously highlighted by COVID-19, existed well before this    
current pandemic and are present in many areas of health. I list some examples here, which make for   
uncomfortable reading. 

In comparison to White British people in the UK: 

 Black women are 5x more likely to die in pregnancy. 
 Black men are twice as likely to be diagnosed with prostate cancer and proportionately more die of 

it. 

 Black people are more likely to have severe mental health symptoms, but less likely to receive   
treatment for them. 

 South Asian and Black people are 3-5x more likely to start dialysis. 

 South Asian and Black people are 3-5x more likely to be diagnosed with Type 2 Diabetes. 

 Black people are more likely to have hypertension. 

 Black people are more likely to be diagnosed with asthma. 

 Women from minority ethnic communities are more likely to have never had a cervical smear. 

 74% heterosexual people receiving HIV care in the UK in 2018 were from minority ethnic              
communities and the highest rate of late diagnosis (the most important predictor of HIV-related   
illness and death) was in heterosexual Black men. 

 Rates of sexually transmitted infections are highest in Black communities especially Black Caribbean. 
This was first reported with regards to gonorrhoea rates in the late 1950’s. 

These disparities limit life expectancy and quality of life for many Black, Asian and minority ethnic people 
in the UK. These disparities are so pervasive and longstanding, there is an urgent need to change our     
approach. In the BMJ’s recent Racism in Medicine issue, Salway et al report that minority ethnic groups 
are “poorly served in the NHS with care being patchy, stigmatising and rarely culturally sensitive, and that 
there are gaps in national data leading to inadequate evidence on how to meet the health needs of these 
groups”.  

https://www.fmlm.ac.uk/individual-standards
https://www.fmlm.ac.uk/individual-standards
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-7-principles-of-public-life/the-7-principles-of-public-life--2
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-7-principles-of-public-life/the-7-principles-of-public-life--2
https://www.npeu.ox.ac.uk/downloads/files/mbrrace-uk/reports/MBRRACE-UK%20Maternal%20Report%202019%20-%20WEB%20VERSION.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4520076/
https://files.digital.nhs.uk/pdf/s/5/adult_psychiatric_study_executive_summary_web.pdf
https://kidneyresearchuk.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Health_Inequalities_lay_report_FINAL_WEB_20190311.pdf
https://tinyurl.com/yceefbr3
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/11967721/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/16242029/
https://www.jostrust.org.uk/about-us/our-research-and-policy-work/our-research/cervical-screening-among-bame-communities
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/858559/HIV_in_the_UK_2019_towards_zero_HIV_transmissions_by_2030.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/806118/hpr1919_stis-ncsp_ann18.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1047152/?page=5


 Can a healthcare system in which the disparities listed above exist over decades be said to be valuing all 
human life equally? Perhaps in answering that question, we need to consider the allocation of resources 
for funding; how much money is being put into understanding and addressing these inequalities? And  
furthermore what type of evidence do we value in building our understanding? 

An example of how differently evidence may be valued is the Public Health England COVID-19 Report. The 
government has been widely criticised for delaying publication of the section reporting the findings of 
thousands of stakeholder interviews. However, several senior clinicians commented on social media that 
this was not a concern, as the more important epidemiological data had already been released. In fact 
findings from the interviews leaked in the press have pointed to a possible cause of the inequalities 
(structural racism and discrimination) and have also made recommendations on how to protect groups 
going forwards, two things the original report did not include. This highlights the value of researching the 
lived experiences of people affected by health inequalities, to understand the complex mechanisms that 
lead to them. 

This is not a rare example. A recent report from the United States found that Black scientists were less 
likely to receive research funding than their White counterparts, due to the fact that they were more   
likely to propose studies in community research including health disparities and patient focused             
interventions. Reviewers showed a preference for research topics that “tend to have methodologies that 
are highly controlled with very precise outcomes” suggesting research rooted in communities (and led by 
researchers who may be from those communities) is not valued to the same degree as other types of   
research. Similarly in the UK, through stakeholder workshops, Salway et al found that “there was a lack of 
evidence on the health of ethnic minority communities here due to a lack of demand for evidence from 
policy makers and limited visibility of this field in leading medical journals.” They also noted “limited   
competence and confidence among researchers and low representation of ethnic minority researchers 
within academia also contributed. Participants also thought that charities and social science funding 
streams were more ready to fund such research than National Institute for Health Research”. 

This all suggests that we do not value the voices of our patients as important sources of evidence. This is 
contrary to perceived best clinical practice, where taking a thorough history and listening to our patients 
is an essential part of reaching a diagnosis. 

So what can we do to ensure our enacted values match those we espouse? To start, I suggest that        
widening representation in clinical and academic leadership at different levels showing we value the  
opinions of our Black, Asian and minority ethnic colleagues, may improve this. We must also value      
community voices as a vital source of knowledge through participatory research. Allocating funding and 
resources to this may lead to interventions that are more effective at addressing ethnic health                
inequalities, than our past endeavours. 

The COVID-19 pandemic and worldwide Black Lives Matters protests sparked by the killing of George 
Floyd have highlighted the layers of structural racism that many Black, Asian and minority ethnic people 
face in our society. This is an opportune time to act on deep-seated racial health inequalities, which will 
otherwise become more entrenched if there continues to be a gap between what we say we value, and 
what we actually value. Listening to, and valuing the voices of those most disadvantaged in our society is 
an essential part of this. 

Dr Rageshri Dhairyawan is a Consultant in Sexual Health and HIV Medicine at Barts Health NHS Trust,  

London and a Honorary Senior Lecturer at Queen Mary University of London. Her work focuses on         

improving care for marginalised populations living with HIV. She is an elected trustee of the British HIV 

Association and SWIFT women which focuses on women living with HIV. She also sits on the medical 

board of NAZ, a charity specialising in the sexual health of ethnic minority communities.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-53035054


Many have asked “What can I do?”. Thank you to Betsy Faulkner 

for creating this comprehensive piece of work. You can follow 

this amazing person on  Instagram:- @betsyfaulkner 

You can also watch this video on YouTube exploring instances 

of Micro-aggressions made by Brigstowe Ally & Superstar Drag 

Queen, Son of a Tutu. 

Just search:  

Son of a Tutu and Friends—Microaggressions: You can do Better 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LT4cV0MLAE


I landed in London three years ago. I was broken. Broken to the point of questioning why I 

was still alive! Horrible nightmares invading my mind would cause to me to hate myself, 

hate the world. They caused me to even question my God, my only constant companion 

and faithful friend whom I relied on to keep me sane. I came seeking asylum but this     

torment remained with me for months to come.  

 

The asylum process begins in holding houses. On a no choice basis and with disregard to 

gender, religion, culture and yes individual hygiene practices. You are allocated a bed in 

dormitory style rooms. Six months later I was sent to Cardiff. Here I became just another 

number in a long line of asylum seekers, mostly young men. The nightmares became 

worse. By night their faces would transform into those of the persecutors I’d escaped 

from. The only bright spots for me were the days spent at the Christian Charity where I 

met a Sister, who remains today my first English friend. Several months on, it was my turn 

to be dispersed. Again, on a no choice basis. My protests fell on deaf ears. The Home 

Office always wins. But I am a believer in Christ so I prayed for divine intervention in my 

relocation to a “good place”. I was sent to Bristol. 

 

And so began the long wait. Each day was marked with apprehension as the brown         

envelopes would appear through the letter hole at our address. They continued the        

answer to the dreaded question: have I been accepted or am I rejected; to be sent back to 

the horror I’d escaped? I was living through a  second trauma. 

 

As asylum seekers, we come already traumatised, with all the symptoms of a diagnosed 

PTSD (post traumatic stress disorder) patient. We’ve suffered persecution in all its forms: 

beatings, intimidation, threats and near death escapes. In my case,  it  manifested by the 

never ending nightmares and back ache from unhealed injuries. Sleep evaded me and I 

was worried and depressed. The small supply of medicine I’d escaped with was fast      

running out. And I was carrying an additional secret burden. You see, I am HIV positive. I 

had missed the appointment with my medical consultant in Cardiff due to the move. I 

needed help fast. 

From Broken To Liberated: My Brigstowe        

Experience by Betty 



I was now housed in a four room house for single women, each with her own room but 

with shared facilities. One of the housemates took me to the charity, Bristol Refugee 

Rights, who worked through all my anxieties including finding me a Solicitor. They also sign 

posted me to the Haven, a medical facility for asylum seekers. Which in turn referred me to 

Brigstowe, a charity that supports PLWHIV (People Living With HIV). When I walked into 

their premises I had a good feeling. My God had answered my prayer and found the “good 

place” for me! 

 

Brigstowe epitomizes kindness, dignity, comfort, empathy, confidentiality and                   

professionalism. The project works with other charities and local councils to link us to food 

banks, housing providers, financial advisors, wellbeing therapies, and arranges social        

activities for our leisure and fitness. I had much opportunity to discuss my asylum case in 

confidence. 

 

Being a member of its family, has given me back the most important gift of all: my self             

confidence. By meeting others who share my story, my isolation disappeared. This has     

lifted that debilitating burden of secrecy from my shoulders. You see, for over ten years 

since my diagnosis I’d lived in secrecy, never opening up to anyone beyond my Father and       

siblings; too afraid to face the stigma that disclosure would bring. The broken woman who 

arrived in Bristol has been liberated! 

 

Stigma remains the single most effective deterrent to testing and disclosure and is only 

serving to drive the prevalence rates higher. Brigstowe has trained me to be a peer mentor 

helping others to live positively; as well as a positive voice speaker sharing my story in 

communities and with professionals to educate in order to eradicate ignorance and stigma    

surrounding HIV. And when the long wait finally ended and I received my brown envelope 

containing positive news about my asylum application, who do you think I called first? Of 

course, Brigstowe! Viva Brigstowe! 

Although a pseudonym has been used, the contents of this Story remain in the words of ‘Betty’ herself.  



You may have heard or seen the words “unconscious bias” recently but 

what does it exactly mean and why does it keep coming up? In a nutshell            

unconscious bias means making instant decisions about the people around 

us. 

I first learnt about unconscious bias a couple of years ago and my               

immediate reaction was “certainly not me!” – how could it be? I have 

friends, loved ones, networks and circles of people who are different       

sexualities, different ethnicities, from different places and so on. But then 

one day I found myself stuck in a car park with a flat tyre and whilst I    

scouted the car park to find someone “who looked like they would be able 

to change a tyre” guess what my unconscious brain was scanning for? A 

man. BOOM – there you go my unconscious bias was at work 

Whether I like it or not, I had been going about my daily life and had        

unconsciously made an instant judgement about the people around me 

which in turn affected my attitude and behaviour towards another group 

of people- and this is exactly what unconscious bias is, and this is something 

that everyone does. 

Where does it come from? 

‘Unconscious bias’s although started drawing attention over twenty years 

ago by a controversial test, the concept is now essential to our                  

understanding of racism and other types of discrimination. Led by a team 

of social psychologists at the University of Washington and Yale, the Implicit 

Association Test (IAT) measured subconscious attitudes from a person       

towards another person which they said affected 90-95% of people. 



Why is understanding unconscious bias important 

Understanding what unconscious bias is & acknowledging it was a         

behaviour of mine was & is uncomfortable – but it was this uncomfortable 

feeling which led me to find out more about it. We know that unconscious 

bias can seriously affect our world around us. It can introduce                  

unintentional discrimination and result in poor decision-making and can 

be a huge setback in creating a truly diverse and inclusive world. 

What can we do about it? 

 The first thing we can do to tackle our unconscious bias is to simply 

admit that we have bias – the more we convince ourselves that we do 

not have biases the more of a blind spot we will have when             

recognising our own unconscious bias. 

 Secondly, explore that bias – although this may feel uncomfortable 

it’s important to focus on how we form opinions about people.    

Sometimes it means asking ourselves whether our opinions would 

be the same if the person were a different race, gender, or religion 

or dressed in a different manner.  In other words, would our opinion 

be the same if the individual were part of a different group? 

 Slow down your decision making 

 Challenge bias: - although we must be willing to identify and        

interrupt our own biases, we must also recognize and be willing to 

interrupt bias in others. This is probably the most difficult and the 

most uncomfortable part of overcoming bias. 

It’s only by challenging ourselves to identify and overcome our own   

biases, and to help others recognise their biases, we can begin to lay 

the foundations for a better world. Having a bias doesn’t make a person 

“bad,” but the inability to recognise it in ourselves and others can lead to 

bad decisions at work, in relationships and in life. Are you ready to           

interrupt and overcome it? 

A reflection piece written by one of Brigstowe’s Service Managers 



Being 10 years old all I wanted to do was play football with the boys. Unfortunately for me, within the unwritten rules of 

year 5 football, I wasn’t allowed to join in - Rule 1: NO GIRLS! And to this day I guess I’m still bitter about not being able 

to play football with the boys...like really bitter...so bitter I went, realised, and became the man I am, only to realise; I’m 

too old to play football with the boys...now what??? 

 

Jokes aside though, it was never about football. It was all about belonging, because deep down I knew that despite my 

appearance I belonged on that football team, with the boys. I just didn’t have the words or the voice to tell people how 

or why I felt that way. Finding where we belong is a complex and ongoing journey. I find we often put ourselves into  

boxes thinking that maybe in looking or acting a certain way to fit stereotypes that maybe we will be able to fit in with 

social norms.  

 

But why fit in when you are different? As a queer trans man living with HIV I have spent way too long trying to fit in to 

only discover that belonging doesn’t mean finding a box that fits you, it’s about breaking the box you’re in for you to be 

you. But all of this is a journey.  

 

Living with HIV isn’t the most amazing thing to have happened to me, but let’s be real - living with HIV has taught me so 

much more than I ever would’ve imagined. Without realising living with HIV prepared me in giving me the confidence to 

take a stand when people start to say uneducated nonsense. Living with HIV taught me that; whilst having HIV is        

extremely isolating, there is a community of people who will accept you for who you are. Most importantly living with 

HIV taught me that labels, such as positive, do not define me; because I define me.  

 

When I finally realised I am trans I knew it was never going to be easy, but knowing that I had the tools and skills to get 

me through tough times and to keep going even when everything may seem hopeless, it gave me the push to do better 

and be my true authentic self. Being trans taught me a lot about living positively (it is a pun) with my HIV; even giving me 

the push to adhere to my medication, become undetectable all so that I can start and stay on hormones (testosterone). 

My trans experience has taught me a lot about waiting, and being patient. Transitioning also taught me to not care what 

others think of me, because I am going to be myself and if someone isn’t on-board with that, then that is their problem. 

My existence as a trans man is valid and it is real, just like the existence of trans women and non binary identities. We 

are here.  

 

Both being trans and living with HIV are major parts of my life, that I am proud of. Without either, I would not be the 

person I am today - the communities and friendships I have made. The things I have been able to experience. The 

knowledge. The sense of self. The confidence and strength. These are all things that these two things (being a HIV+ trans 

man), often perceived as bad and life ending, have taught me. So I may be a queer trans man living with HIV but I am 

also: an artist, really funny, an activist, a bit of a mess (but I make it work), a friend, and a member of communities that 

to me are family. It may not be playing football with the lads, but I am myself surrounding myself with communities of 

beautiful and accepting people that encourage the best out of me; and all of this to me is what belonging is truly about.  

 

Thinking Positively When you’re Trans 



It is now in 2020 a time where transphobia is more present than before that we all need to start to include and embrace 

trans and non binary people within all the work that we do; but more so within HIV and sexual health sectors. How do we    

expect to reduce HIV transmissions if we don’t visibly include trans people within campaigns, outreach and data? Trans 

and non binary people don’t just exist within pride month alone, but we exist every day of the year, so why stop            

representation on July 1st? We need to be better, we all need to do better to embrace trans communities, learn about 

trans history and I ask of you to reach out and begin journeys to become better allies; especially when you have the 

platform to speak out about trans equality and trans rights.  

 

Sometimes when life seems to chuck its worst at us, we tend to get caught up in all the negativity that surrounds it, but 

this pride season it’s a good time to reflect on how far we have come as individuals. Be yourself, be open-minded and 

accepting, be who you want to be - not who society believes you should be, and mainly be kind because we never truly 

know what people are going through. 

Eli Fitzgerald  





 Disclosure 

 Pose 

 The Death and Life of 

Marsha P. Johnson 

 Paris is Burning 

 The Babysitter’s Club 

 Sense 8 

 Tales of the City 

 Seahorse 

 A Deal With The Universe 

 Tales of the City 

 My Genderation 

Websites/Articles 

http://genderedintelligence.co.uk/  

https://thebristolcable.org/2020/07/covid-19-brings-difficult-times-for-trans-people-in-

bristol-as-government-expected-to-ditch-reforms/?

Films Books 

http://genderedintelligence.co.uk/
https://thebristolcable.org/2020/07/covid-19-brings-difficult-times-for-trans-people-in-bristol-as-government-expected-to-ditch-reforms/?fbclid=IwAR0H4VL3nEjuDh8h1Am4TavLE5Yb9YPYRpcc5nEf0IX5rAptSQe3eXMRNyE
https://thebristolcable.org/2020/07/covid-19-brings-difficult-times-for-trans-people-in-bristol-as-government-expected-to-ditch-reforms/?fbclid=IwAR0H4VL3nEjuDh8h1Am4TavLE5Yb9YPYRpcc5nEf0IX5rAptSQe3eXMRNyE


#Undetectable2Me 
From our work over the past 2 years, along with various consultations, there is a clear 
need from the HIV community that more needs to be done in the promotion and      
awareness of U=U (Undetectable=Untransmittable). This means people living with HIV, on 
effective treatment, cannot pass it on.  

Through consultation with people living with HIV we have developed an exciting grass-
roots campaign involving all of the members of our community which is ALL people living 
with HIV, HIV-negative allies, clinicians and prevention staff. 
 
The concept is simple! Record a message informing the public what Undetectable means 
to you!  

Please record a video using your mobile phone or laptop completing this sentence:- 
“Undetectable to me means…” 
 
How you want to include your voice is entirely up to you. Whether you just want to hold 
a piece of paper in front of the camera, have your back towards the camera or just your 
voice, we want you to be as comfortable as possible. 
 
If you would prefer to remain anonymous, in the post production we can edit your voice 
and image so your identity is protected.  

Things to remember when recording: 

1. Please record your video landscape not portrait 
2. Please do not record with a window directly behind you as this will affect the picture 

quality. 
3. Email the video to me on: aledosborne@brigstowe.org 
 

If you have any questions or would like to chat some more about the project please do 
not hesitate to get in touch- call me on 0117 955 5038 or email me on                               
aledosborne@brigstowe.org  

The videos will be uploaded to the Brigstowe YouTube channel and shared on our social 
media platforms so be sure to follow us. 

mailto:aledosborne@brigstowe.org


You may remember that in November last year Bristol became a Fast Track 

City: a global initiative, committed to ending the HIV Epidemic by 2030.  

Even though a lot of things have been put on hold due to COVID-19, the 

Steering Group have still been working hard and implementing the action 

plan.  

We are now looking for individuals to come and be part of this exciting 

project.   

There are two ways you can volunteer: 

1. This is for people living with HIV who would like to be a part of making 

strategic decisions regarding quality of care and systems leadership. 

2. Have your space on the table in one of two other work-streams, 

implemented in response to the Action Plan. The two work-streams 

each have a separate focus. They are:    

Improving Testing and Tackling Stigma 

If you would like to be considered or to find out more please contact Aled 

on: 0117 955 5038 or aledosborne@brigstowe.org 

Volunteering Opportunities  

Brigstowe Admin Volunteer (1 day per week) 

Brigstowe are looking for an Admin Volunteer to support our Office       

Manager one day per week. 

The role will include: 

 Peer Support Group Admin– calling members of the group, recording 

attendance and feedback 

 General office admin 

 Answering phone calls and referring to colleagues 

You will be supported by Brigstowe’s full-time Office Manager. Full             

induction provided and training opportunities ongoing.  

The role would suit someone with some admin experience, who is          

comfortable with IT.  

If you would like to know more about the role or would like an application 

form then please call Sofia on 0117 955 5038 or email info@brigstowe.org. 

The deadline is: Friday 21st September 2020 



To everyone who donated to our Emergency COVID-19 Crowd Funder,                         

THANK YOU!! 

You raised a massive……… 

£2,407! 

You helped to support our clients with     

laptops, data packages and hardship        

payments. 

After receiving her laptop this is what a client said 

“Wow! It’s making such a difference to my life in lockdown. I was really    

missing my college course and now I can do my college work online. It’s given 

focus to my days. I’m learning so much and my computer skills are growing 

every day. Thank you”. 

With all of your activism and lobbying we are also 

thrilled to announce that Bristol City Council have 

just re-commissioned our Advice & Support      

Service for at least another 3 years. 

This is a vital and integral service we provide and 

with your help this much needed service remains.  

 

Are you living with HIV and need advice? 

We can help with a range of matters including financial, housing and employment issues, 
amongst many others. If you are living with or affected by HIV you can access this service 
as many times as you need. If we have not got the specific knowledge to help you with 
your problem, we will be able to refer you on to someone who can help. 

Are you living with HIV and need ongoing support? 

Through our support service you will meet regularly with your worker. Our approach    

focuses on your ongoing needs, looking at all elements of your life from HIV diagnosis, to 

housing and emotional wellbeing. We work closely with you to develop skills and       

strategies that will help you live well and independently. 

Please call 0117 955 5038 or email: info@brigstowe.org 

 



https://www.brigstowe.org/support-our-work/  

https://www.brigstowe.org/support-our-work/
https://www.brigstowe.org/support-our-work/


Follow Us 

Join in and follow all of the action 

Want to join in  with our activities and most recent updates 

then there are a whole load of platforms for you to 

engage in conversation. 

Join us for our monthly podcast. Aired on  

the first Thursday of every month on  

ShoutOut– The LGBTQ+ show on BCFM- 

93.2FM between 7-8pm.  Missed the show? Don’t worry you 

can catch up either on ShoutOut’s website or on ours. 

www.shoutoutradio.lgbt/www.brigstowe.org 

@BrigstoweInfo 

@BrigstoweInfo 

@Brigstowe 

Social Media 


